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new from Prentice-Hall

"Where we are going and what is likely to be achieved—"

Future Developments in Telecommunications

By James Martin

A brilliant projection of the new telecommunications facilities that are already on the drawing board and of others that will follow. Presents a lucid, technical explanation of the new concepts and techniques which have brought the telecommunications industry to the brink of a revolution. May 1971, 416 pp., 6"x9", $14.00 (34586-8)

☐ Please send me a free 15-day examination copy of Future Developments in Telecommunications. I will fill out the form below and mail the entire ad to Prentice-Hall. Within the 15-day examination period, I'll either send you my check for the indicated amount or return the book and owe nothing.

Name __________________________________________
Address _______________________________________
City __________ State __________ Zip __________

Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632
Dept. 1 34586-8 D-FUDT-ZO
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